
Literary Response and Interpretation Questions:  “All Summer in a Day” – Ray Bradbury 
Please answer these questions in your notebooks.   

Remember that you may have a quiz on them on Wednesday!   Wooohoo! 
 

1. What does the title of the story mean to you?  
2. Is it an effective title? What is another title you might give this story, and why? 
3. Why is Margot unhappy on Venus?  Be very specific.  Find lines from the text that support your 

answer. 
4. Why do the children dislike Margot?  Why does she not like to play their games?  Give evidence 

from the story to support your ideas. 
5. Explain the meaning of the words “reasons of big and little consequence.” Think of other 

examples of situations in which reasons that seem small are just as important as those that 
seem to be larger.  

6. Find examples of imagery used in the story. What were some images the author created which 
seemed especially vivid?  

7. Does Ray Bradbury use any symbols in the story? If so, what are they and why are they symbols? 
8. Is this story allegorical?  Why?   
9. How does Plato’s “Allegory of the Cave” relate to our short story?  How are they connected? 

Reasoning Questions:  

10. Did the children mean to leave Margot in the closet, or did they only forget about her in their 
excitement?  How do you know?  Use evidence from the story to support your point of view.  

11. How was the concept of jealousy important in the story?  
12. How was the idea of being different important?  
13. What inferences can you make about Margot’s feelings as she comes out of the closet at the 

end of the story? Provide evidence from the story for your point of view. 
14. Did the other children understand the implications of what they had done? How do you know? 
15. What might be the consequences of what happened in the story for Margot? 
16. What might be consequences for the other children?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Change Questions:  

How does the concept of change function in this story?  

How do the five generalizations of change relate to the story’s events?  

Margot changed in many ways when she came to Venus from Earth, mainly because the weather did not 
change. How can an environment in which things do not change cause negative changes to those within 
that environment? Why is change important? 

 How might the story have been different if it had rained only once in seven years of sun? Would the 
story have been happier, or would other problems have made the circumstances just as unfortunate? 


